Data warehouses are large-scale databases that are usually managed by means of diagram-based conceptual models. However, the complexity of those models often imposes significant design challenges. In particular, this article studies their different underlying graph layouts. The working hypothesis is that graph layouts influence diagram readability, with the latter being significant for facilitating the design process. We define the main viewpoints involved in conceptual modeling. For each one, surveyed as well as alternative layouts were evaluated against a set of aesthetics and efficiency measures. As a result, more readable graph layouts than those found in the literature were identified.
INTRODUCTION
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However, the readability of (diagram-based) conceptual models may be aggravated through disadvantageous design decisions with respect to their concrete syntax (i.e., diagrams), resulting in an increased data warehouse design overhead. Although "the bandwidth of information presentation is potentially higher in the visual domain than for media reaching any of the other senses" [17] , further research is necessary in order to understand the principles "that will help the field cross the chasm to wider success" [11] . Data warehousing is thereby not an exception [10] , which strongly relies on both data and metadata visualization.
Some authors have already attempted to manage the complexity of the conceptual models of data warehouses by defining different abstraction levels. An archetypal example is due to [8] , where UML packages modularize the visualization of the otherwise flattened conceptual model, but also to [1] , which provides viewpoints for similar abstraction levels. Moreover, others works, such as [16] , study some metrics on the structural complexity of data-warehouse models to predict their understandability.
The solution presented in this article aims to handle the complexity of data warehouses by means of OLAP viewpoints (i.e., keeping current metamodels unaltered) that are defined ( §2.1) to optimize diagram readability. OLAP diagrams are then characterized as graph layouts ( §2.2), for which several aesthetics and efficiency measures can be associated ( §2.3), thus supporting the evaluation of the OLAPdiagram readability. Then, both the graph layouts presented in the literature and the proposed alternatives are evaluated ( §3.1). This study builds the foundation to understand the most readable graph layouts for each of the defined OLAP viewpoints ( §3.2). The major conclusions of this study highlight the prevailing readability bottle-necks in the conceptual modeling of data warehouses and the benefits of introducing new layouts. Implementation of the latter would enable practitioners to visually manage data warehouses of much higher complexity than currently supported.
Preliminary Notions
Conceptual models may be characterized as formal lan- guages, which are built on only syntactic elements, i.e., pure abstract formulae, without attached interpretation (semantics) or representation (notation) [6] . However, visuallanguage syntaxes may be further decomposed into: the abstract syntax [15] , which defines the modeling elements and their relationships without references to graphical primitives, and the concrete syntax or notation [2] , which defines such graphics and their connection to the abstractions to be perceived. Moreover, diagram-based notations may be formally characterized as graphs. Then, the concrete syntax may be additionally decomposed into: the graphical primitives that render diagram nodes and links (the primary notation) and the graph layout (the secondary notation [5] ), on which this study is focused.
Motivating Example
Since there are several conceptual data warehouse models that have been proposed in the literature [13] , we have selected one of them [9] as an archetypal example in order to illustrate the aforementioned readability problems. Such an archetype was obtained from the analysis and comparison of the abstract syntaxes that characterize the state of the art of conceptual modeling. The research proposals studied were extracted from the survey in [14] . After a filtering process based on the presented diagram suitability, the qualifying works are as follows (identified by the first author's name): Cabibbo's, Golfarelli's, Hüsemann's, Bonifati's, Phipps', Prat's, Abelló's, and Luján-Mora's. Fig. 1 shows an OLAP diagram, which is based on the UML profile of [9] . Briefly, the data warehouse scenario modeled there stores sales as a fact (identified by the icon ) to be analyzed along several dimensions ( ), e.g., product, customer, or store. For such analysis, fact measures ( ) such as unit sales or profit are aggregated along some levels ( ) such as those of the roll-up ( ) path store, state, and country (the association end 'd' refers to the drill-down path). Each level can be displayed by some attribute ( ), e.g., manager's surname. As shown in Fig. 1 , the conceptual model gets rather complex even when only two dimensions (of a total of five in this case) are presented.
Since such conceptual models are the core design artifacts in many data-warehousing methods, their readability should be assessed and optimized to minimize the design efforts.
ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
The example of Fig. 1 also points out the view-based separation of concerns that can be achieved by means of viewpoints, which this study is based on. Indeed, for the study of diagram readability, the main viewpoints for conceptual data warehouse modeling are defined ( §2.1), together with the characterization of the graph layouts involved ( §2.2) and the readability measurement framework to apply ( §2.3).
OLAP Viewpoint Taxonomy
OLAP diagrams are decomposed into viewpoints [4] . Each viewpoint renders OLAP modeling elements (e.g., facts, dimensions, or any of their relationships) that are managed at once by data warehouse designers. The viewpoints are intuitively defined according to our experience with data modeling and visualization, covering all the studied OLAP metadata. However, the set of viewpoints was not conceived to be minimal, i.e., some metadata may appear from multiple viewpoints. This is due to the fact that the same metadata could be involved in various design activities advocating a different viewpoint. The viewpoints were also inspired by the task taxonomy for visual information seeking [17] , in particular, the relate task ("View relationships among items").
Viewpoints were also classified by complexity: primitive (views on atomic modeling elements), relational (on relationships between modeling elements), and hierarchical (on aggregation paths). Primitive viewpoints are listed next:
Attribution of a Level (denoted as
A ϑ(l)) is the collection of attributes of some level, e.g. (see Fig. 1 
),
A ϑ(Product) = {Code, Name, Description}.
Granularity of a Fact (denoted as
L ϑ(f )) is the collection of the defining levels of some fact, e.g., L ϑ(Sale) = {Customer, Product, . . . , Time}.
Measurement of a Fact (denoted as
M ϑ(f )) is the collection of measures of some fact, e.g., M ϑ(Sale) = {Unit Sales, . . . , Profit Growth}.
Relational viewpoints are as follows:
Attribution of a Dimension (denoted as L×A ϑ(d)) is the relation between levels and their attributes for a particular dimension, e.g., L×A ϑ(Product) ⊃ { Product, Code , Scope, Age }.
Dimensionality (denoted as
F×D ϑ) is the relation between facts and the dimensions associated. Each dimension is related by means of the defining level, e.g., In addition, other viewpoints, complementary to the previous ones, could be considered. For instance, [17] argues for viewpoints that support visual-seeking tasks, such as zoom, filter, or overview, among others. However, we leave them out of the scope since we consider them to be more related to interaction rather than to information visualization.
OLAP Graph Layout Taxonomy
Conceptual models, decomposed as aforementioned, can be (abstractly) characterized as graph layouts. Fig. 2 shows the main graph layouts both identified in the literature and proposed herein. Alternative layouts from the graph visualization literature have been selected in order to compare their readability with those provided by the original research proposals. Layouts are described by means of their vertex & edge properties in such a manner as to enable their analysis in the context of the conceptual data warehouse modeling.
The layouts identified in the literature are listed next:
Mesh arranges vertices for convenience. Edges are drawn as lines between vertices.
Radial layout arranges vertices around a pivot. Edges are drawn as straight lines between normal vertices and this pivot.
Stack arranges equidistance vertices along a certain axis. Edges are omitted since all vertices are related to a unique pivot that is omitted in the viewpoint.
Tree arranges vertices along some direction according to some transitive relationship. Edges are depicted as straight lines between each pair or related vertices.
Tree-table arranges vertices along an axis and by some increment on another axis orthogonal to the former one, according to some transitive relationship. Edges are drawn as polylines with a 90°angle.
The alternative layouts for comparison purposes are the following ones:
Arc Diagram arranges equidistance vertices along an axis.
Edges are drawn as arcs between the vertices in such a way that their slope is preserved.
Cross-tab arranges equidistance vertices along two orthogonal axes. Edges are drawn as points in such space.
Paragraph (omitted in Fig. 2 for convenience) arranges vertices as words in a paragraph. Edges are omitted since all vertices are related to a unique pivot that is omitted in the viewpoint.
Parallel Coordinates arrange vertices along parallel axes. Edges are drawn as straight lines between vertices from one axis to the other.
Readability Measures
The readability associated with the graph layouts is evaluated according to the measures presented below. First, we select the following four aesthetics criteria (expressed as boolean values) related to the well-known Gestalt laws of perception [19] , which are empirically validated principles about how humans perceive visual stimuli.
Continuity (abbreviated as C in Table 1 ). "Humans tend to assign objects to an entity that is defined by smooth lines or curves". It qualifies OLAP layouts whose modeling elements can be transitively related by following a continuous path with the eyes.
Orthogonality (O). Despite of not being represented by its own Gestalt law, it is a usual graph aesthetics criterion [12] . It qualifies OLAP layouts whose modeling elements are located according to the facts of an imaginary grid.
Proximity (P). "Humans tend to group nearby objects". It qualifies OLAP layouts whose modeling elements of the same kind are located near and are thus visually identified as a unique group.
Symmetry (S). "Humans tend to perceive objects as symmetrical shapes that form around their centre". It qualifies OLAP layouts whose modeling elements are arranged symmetrically, whether such symmetry be radial or mirror, etc.
We also select the following convenient indicators, which are motivated by the related work [3, 12, 18] :
is an indicator of the number of modeling elements by diagram space unit. It is evaluated separately in both axes, the horizontal and the vertical one. It is measured by a 4-value ordinal scale interpreted as 'very low', 'low', 'medium', and 'high'.
Edge Overlap (EO) is an indicator of the number of edge crossings. It is measured by a 4-value ordinal scale interpreted as 'null', 'low', 'medium', and 'high'.
Fast Traversal (FT) is a boolean indicator of the velocity to traverse all the modeling elements of the OLAP graph layout. It is evaluated along any readable path within the graph.
In addition, an aggregated indicator of readability is calculated (see Table 1 ) by summarizing the previously introduced properties and indicators as follows. Boolean measures are coded in {0, 1} as usual, density (in both x, y) is coded in {−2, −1, 0, +1} (−2 for 'very low', +1 for 'high'), and edge overlap is coded in {−3, −2, −1, 0} (−3 for 'high', 0 for 'null'). In addition, fast traversal is codified as 0.5, if it only evaluates some component of the graph layout. 
FINDINGS
This section reports our findings. For each viewpoint defined, the layouts identified and those defined for comparison purposes were evaluated against the readability measures defined above ( §3.1). Moreover, this evaluation is summarized and related to the corresponding OLAP viewpoints in order to identify the most readable graph layouts ( §3.2). Table 1 shows the readability evaluation based on the graph layout characterization by viewpoint 2 . In order to produce it, some assumptions had to be made for each layout (listed in Appendix A).
Readability Evaluation
As shown in Table 1 , density was estimated separately for the horizontal and the vertical axis. For instance, arc diagram layout has a medium horizontal (x) density and a high vertical (y) density. The estimation of fast traversal was done in some cases by focusing on specific components. For instance, fast traversal of the star layout was evaluated in its radial components ( •). Moreover, the column 'Total' presents the aggregated readability value.
Some additional remarks have to be made here, what concerns the indicators based on the Gestalt laws. For the star layout, proximity and symmetry evaluate the component radials. For the paragraph layout, continuity does not evaluate line breaks. Edge overlap is not applicable to radial, stack, and paragraph layouts since no edges are needed. It is not null for tree and tree-table, since the relations may be arranged as lattices (is the case of L×L n ϑ(d)). Concerning fast traversal, it is high for radial circumferences and low for radial centers of stars. It is high along the same horizontal axis and low through axes of tree and tree-tables.
Readability by Viewpoint
In order to identify the most readable graph layouts by viewpoint, the former were ranked by viewpoint class ( §2.1). For this task, the applicability of graph layouts to each viewpoint was also taken into account. Both the relationship between graph layouts and viewpoints and that between the graph layout readability values are shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , the most readable graph layouts by viewpoint class are shown with shading. Indeed, only tree layouts (one by viewpoint class) are necessary to cover all viewpoints according to our measurement framework. In particular, only estingly, cross-tab layout is an outlier (ranked with 5, followed by layouts ranked with 2) for relational layouts that were overlooked by the surveyed research proposals. For primitive viewpoints, arc diagrams were ranked over the surveyed layouts, but with less difference than the former class (2, followed by 1.5 for tree table).
Conclusion
The practical result of this study is the proposal of better alternative layouts, founded in advanced visualization techniques, than the presented in current proposals for the conceptual modeling of data warehouses. The proposed readability measurement framework points out two alternative layouts, namely, arc diagrams (applicable to OLAP aggregation hierarchies) and cross-tabs (applicable to level-attribute & fact-dimension relationships), as better candidates than the ones proposed in the literature.
Resuming our motivating example, Fig. 3 shows (with a convenient notation) some sample diagram counterparts of the whole diagram from Fig. 1 , which represent the viewpoints for the most readable graph layouts identified herein. In this way, the modeling tools that implement OLAP diagramming by means of these viewpoints and graph layouts can empower the management of conceptual models and thus reduce the cost of a data warehousing project. Indeed, one of our ongoing works consists in building a prototype tool that supports our findings and offers designers usable conceptual models in production environments.
Conceptual modeling for data warehouses has implicitly assumed the benefits of viewpoints. However, they were not formally treated up to now. We hope that this study will inspire further research along this line, such as the proposal of cognitive theories and measurement frameworks or the application of similar materials and methods like ours. 
